Tier 1
companyId

Name

29700 Cindicator
674564 Othera
810808 Bext360
783492 10XTS

Tags

Total funding Completeness Validity
score score Execute score Survival score Overall Score
High concept Product Desc. Company URL Est. company age

88.14
Artificial Intelligence,
Hybrid
Trading,
Intelligence
Hedge
Founded
forFunds,
Financial
in 2015,
Predictive
http://cindicator.com
Markets
Cindicator
Analytics
is a fintech company
4 $15,500,000.00
improving investment decision-making
4.8
amid
9.9high uncertainty
5.5 through predictive
6.2 analytics.
Cindicator uses blockch
OTHERA is a financial services technology company servicing lenders looking to streamline and automated SME credit decisioning and then manage post settlemen
86.13
Lending, Financial
Othera
Services,
provides
Risk
lenders,
Management
investors
http://www.othera.com.au
and
businesses
with
blockchain
4
$5,000,000.00
investment
solutions
and
7.2
tools
for
managing
6.2
credit
risk,
debt
7
and
assets.
5.3
credit risk.
Othera
isdevelops
alsoManagement,
about
to launch
acritical
ofsupply
it's Ethereum
Lending
Platform
as a Service
and associated
Asset
Trading
conver
85.57 designed
Consumer Goods,
Bext360
Agriculture,
develops
Supply
bext360
technologies
Chain
that
https://www.bext360.com/
technologies
streamline
Coffee,
tobeta
streamline
FinTech,
Sustainability
critical
3
chains
$4,600,000.00
supply
inBlockchain
emerging
chainseconomies.
in emerging
7.9 economies.
Its
6.5‚Äúbext-to-brew‚Äù
5 Digital
platform
utilizes
4.3
IoT,Exchange,
blockchain,
machinetovision
an
* Ethereum Blockchain Lending Platform as a Service - Live Proof of Concept (World Wide Patent Pending) * Blockchain Digital Asset Exchange - Live Proof of Con
Artificial Intelligence,
Venture
Financial
lab specializing
Exchanges,
XDEX
is in
a /advanced
distributed,
Blockchains,
http://10xts.com
software,
regulatory-compliant
Distributed
distributed
Systems
solutions,
ecosystem
2Risk$400,000.00
andthat
blockchain
makessoftware
it easy for
4.8
traditional
financial
6.7Development
institutions 5.5
to create, manage,
5.2 and trade 80.99
real-world alternative asse
* Big Data
Machine
Learning
Dynamic
Credit
Management
for
lenders - Under

Tier 2
companyId

Name

Tags

High concept Product Desc. Company URL Est. company age
Total funding Completeness Validity
score score Execute score Survival score Overall Score

Cognate uses blockchain to help businesses protect and profit from their most valuable assets - their trademarks.
77.55
Registrars, Legal,
Democratizing
Blockchains,trademark
Legal
blockchain
technology.
4 trillion dollar
$0.00
5.5 to enforce 7.5
AlmostTech
all protection
goodshttps://cognate.com/
andusing
services
sold in the
$72.8
global economy4.8
are sold under 6.7
trademarks. In order
and protect trademark rights, companies
Trade
Finance
Market
(TFM) provides liquidity
fortoglobal
trade,
particularly
Small
andto
Medium
sized
Enterprises (SMEs) currently ignored by the majority of global
Cognate
also/ Cryptocurrency
uses
a machine-learning
algorithm
monitor
trademarks
andto4.3
alert
users
potential
infringement.
77.47take advantage of opp
89893 Trade Finance Market
Finance, Logistics,
Utilizing
Blockchains,
technology
Blockchain
to
provide
non
http://www.tradefinancemarket.com
bank
finance
for
global
trade.
5
$0.00
6.7
6.5
6.1
TFM utilizes
technology services
to cut through
the bureaucracy
andbusinesses,
operational trademark
restrictionsattorneys,
inherent inin-house
traditional
financial
allowing
SMEs
Together,
Cognate‚Äôs
empowers
startups,
small
counsel,
etc.solutions,
to proactively
protect
all to
of the trademarks they u
To
provide
global
trade compliance
Trade
Finance
for Stakeholders.
This
network
infrastructure
forsupply
trade across
finance
increases
transparency,
reduces
costs and risks6.4
of fraud to all parties and allows
provenance 77.47
tracking through the suppl
884940 Expostores Tradetech
SaaS, Artificial Intelligence,
Trade solutions
South
forEast
Global
Asia,
Trading
Europe
https://.expostores.com
&ofSmarter
chains
using
3 AI &Natural
Blockchain
$0.00Language
3.8
8.1
Solutions
comprise
Assets,
Apps
&
API
harnessing
Processing
and
Automated
Process/KPI
process
orchestration
Unlike other fintech companies, we can provide faster funding, better rates
Goal
is torisk
create
a powerful
secureworth
Trading
Supply
platform for network of Stakeholders, using AI & Blockchain
with less
to capital
- in a&market
$12&trillion
perchain
annum.
Currently we have a total of six APIs/Apps live & going through beta testing.
752597 Cognate

Tier 3

companyId

Name

852160 Trade60.com
865389 Atlas.Work
41711 #Lucy

Tags

High concept Product Desc. Company URL Est. company age
Total funding Completeness Validity
score score Execute score Survival score Overall Score
Trade60 is Alibaba plus Whatsapp on steroids:
77.40
B2B, Mobile Commerce,
The No. 1Chat,
B2B Ecommerce
E-commerce
platform:
https://www.trade60.com
discover,
communicate,
2
buy,
sell,
trade
$0.00
4.3
6.3
6
8.8
(1) Seamless context-full communication

(2)
AI-powered
business
assistant
77.32
Enterprise Software,
Blockchain
Freelancers,
& Smart
Atlas
Cryptocurrency,
Contract
aims to Solutions
lead
http://Https://www.Atlas.Work
the
Blockchains
fourth
industrial revolution.
2 Centering
$0.00
on the premise of
4.3online work, Atlas‚Äô
9.3
solutions consists
4
of talent
8.4on-boarding,
education, and decentra
(3) Blockchain-based transaction & reputation system
Artificial Intelligence,
A Technology
Blockchains,
Oriented
WeMobile
have
Creative
started
Application,
http://www.hashlucy.com
Agency
HashLucy
Hyperlocal
with a vision to decentralize
4
the
$0.00
traditional banking
4.3system by allowing
9.6
direct payment
6.5 transactions
5.8without the77.18
intervention of the third pa

77.18
Artificial Intelligence,
Prosperity
Finance,
through
Finance
WeTechnology
have
Technology,
two blockchain
http://affineglobal.com
Blockchain
networks
/ Cryptocurrency
we have developed
2
in $0.00
partnership with global
3.3 exchanges.5.7
The networks allow
6.5 anyone at anytime
7.8
to trade
traditional and virtual pro
SparkX is a B2B FinTech solution that uses AI and Blockchain technology to solve the $100B royalty leakage in the licensing industry.
77.09
EVERYTHING SparkX is a B2B Fintech company,
http://www.sparkx.io/
first of its kind to scalably verify
3
& help$0.00
recover unpaid royalties
5.9
for licensed
6.1 trademarks and
5 patents.
6.4
We collect supply chain data for each product SKU every time a royalty report is submitted to the licensor. By comparing the licensee-provided sales data with our da
is currently
assembling aBlockchains
toppermission
team of specialists
in
the areasblockchain,
of licensing
andtraditional
software
to creating
a new
and
better
solution
the pro
77.09
Block Array
Machine Learning,
DLTSupply
For Supply
ChainSparkX
BlockArray
Operations
Management,
usesCryptocurrency,
http://www.blockarray.com
machine-learning,
2 and permission-less
$0.00
3.3 and
5.5engineering,
tech to creatededicated
self-assembling
5
7.4
supply
chains
or
on-board
intotoexisting
Currentlyiswe
havedashboard
a few angelthat
investors,
and
we are
seeking
additional
funding.
CoreKPI
a new
allows its
users
to easily
monitor
their business‚Äôs
KPIs (Key Performance Indicators). App is aimed to be the easiest yet very fun
77.04
SmiChrisSoft Mobile, Artificial Custom
Intelligence,
development
Virtual Reality,
in fields
Blockchain
ofhttp://smichrissoft.com
AR/VR,/ A.I.
Cryptocurrency
and Blockchain 2
$0.00
4.3
9.3
7.5
7.2
As a this app's user you are able to choose KPIs that are important for you to track. There is a built-in list of most used KPIs that you can choose from (such as sales
76.88 market AIMin is pois
Alternative Investment
Financial
Market
Services,
ofRethinking
India
Financial
allExchanges
OTC
AIMin
trades
will be
andthe
throning
http://www.aimin.co
one stop
'bonds'
placetofor
their
discovering
deserving
4 liquidity
position
in$0.00
OTC securities in3.5
general with a specific
5
focus on debt
7 securities.With
4.6 a large 500bn$
AI BlockChain is a proprietary blockchain solution that provides enterprise-friendly tools to improve any existing architecture. Its technology is a user-friendly, transpa
76.83
AI BlockChain Bitcoin, Big Data,
AIFinTech
BlockChain, an
intelligent
http://ai-blockchain.com
blockchain,
offersofforefront
5 security
on
$0.00
a distributed
system
5.7 for
contract
lifecycle
6
management.
7.5 management,
3.4
AI artificial
BlockChain
provides
a wide variety
software
application,
including financial
systems,
trading,
digital
rights
personal document management, cust
AI BlockChain is headquartered in Hoboken, New Jersey.

864920 Affine Global
757548 SparkX
851455
785414
71716
231018

A Solutions Report is a list of startups around a certain topic or technology. The list includes information on each startup which includes:
- The TDP ID code
- The startup's name
- How the startup tags itself
- A brief summary statement of operations
- Product description
- The URL to the startup's website
- The age of the startup
- How much money the startup has raised
TDP generated algorithm scores for data completeness, data validity, execution, survivability, and overall score. These algorithms are scored out of 10
(100 for overall score). TDP looks across many data points per startup, the data completeness score is what percent of the data does TDP have for
that startup (i.e. 4.8 = 48%).
- The data validity score takes into account data age to determine how accurate the TDP data is for the startup
- The execution score is how likely can the startup deliver on what it says it can do
- The survivability score estimates if the startup is survivable over time
- The overall score takes into account all the scores, funding, and other data points to summarize the startup into one number
The list in then organized into three tiers based on the overall scores and statistical thresholds. The ranking is based on the overall quality of the
startup.

